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Inspired by the popular demand of our two existing items, Mica and Ebony Marble, Ecological Fibers is expanding
this line to provide designers with a more complete collection of color options. In addition to traditional gold and
silver options, we now present RAINBOW® Marble™ with a modernized selection of neutral tones, varying in
shades of blue, green, and purple.
For a millennium, marble has held a prominent status - highly regarded for its material strength and aweinspiring visual effects, it captures the eye with its subtle glimmer and spontaneous patterns designed by nature.
With its traditional association to royalty and worth, RAINBOW® Marble™ epitomizes elegance through its
combination of classic prints and contemporary colors.
Let your imagination travel freely back to the Renaissance period with the touch of Marble™. You don’t have to
contract Michelangelo to sculpt an impressive work of art. With Rainbow® Marble™, you can add a classic touch
to your book or packaging design with our opulent finishes.
When it comes to timeless style, you cannot beat the elegant, natural look of fine stone. Rich and refined,
Rainbow® Marble™ brings a new shade of elegance to the covering world.
Colors: Ebony, Tigereye, Bronzite, Sunray, Ivy, Juniper, Charoite, Azul, Lazuli, Mica, Oracle, Crystal
Embossings: Marble™ is stocked in Antique; Embossing available upon request; Testing is recommended.
Product Details:


Composition: 118gsm, Dyed-through kraft substrate



Finishing: Water-based metallic print



Sustainability:



•

All colors are FSC certified (RA-COC-003258)

•

EU REACH, TSCA, RoHS, CPSIA, ISQ 8124 PART 3, ASTM F963, Prop. 65, EN 71 compliant

Design: Exceptional screen printing, foil stamping, and blind stamping ability. Alternative printing and
design options achievable upon testing. Affixable with animal, hot melt, and synthetic glues.

About Ecological Fibers, Inc.
Ecological Fibers, Inc. is a world leader in manufacturing premier environmentally sound cover and bindery materials for the
book, packaging, security, and print industries. Through innovative processes, sustainable technologies, and water-based coatings,
our paper and covering solutions create vibrant solvent-free materials that come alive through color and texture.

